P U Z Z L S
TECHNICAL RIDER 2022

Hello! I put together a list of requirements to make sure
everything goes according to plan on the day of the show.
If you have any further questions, please reach out at
puzzlsmusic@gmail.com
There are two possible versions for the performance:
VERSION 1:
- Vocalist (PUZZLS)
- Assistant who plays the
instrumentals from our
personal MacBook Pro
WHAT WE WILL BRING:
- MacBook Pro
- Wireless mic for Artist
WHAT WE WILL NEED:
- Sound system with suitable
power for the stage
- Monitors
- Mic stand
- European power plugs and
AUX cable for the laptop
- A table to place the laptop
on

Laptop
drums

electric guitar
vocalist

This stage plan represents "VERSION 2". In case we decide to go for the first
plan, the laptop will be placed in the middle of the stage in the back.

Note: This is a very broad rider which can and
will always be altered once a show is settled
with the knowledge of and in collaboration
with the organizing team.

VERSION 2:
- Vocalist (PUZZLS)
- Drummer
- Guitar player
(in this version the backing is a mix of live playing
with the backing tracks)

WHAT WE WILL BRING:
- MacBook Pro
- Wireless mic for Artist
- Guitar

WHAT WE WILL NEED:
- Sound system with suitable
power for the stage
- Monitors
- All the necessary
microphones and stands for
the guitar and drums
- European power plugs and
AUX cable for the laptop
-A table to place the laptop
on (the guitar player is in charge of the laptop)
- Drum set if possible
- Guitar Amp
Note: I am a bedroom producer, hence I don't
have a fixed band. Professional musicians will be
chosen for each show or set of shows in case of
"VERSION 2", this is why the rider does not have
specific names or equipment. Any updates or
changes will be communicated with the venue or
festival team ahead of time.
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